Network virtualization technology is regarded as one of gradual schemes to network architecture evolution. With the development of network functions virtualization, operators make lots of effort to achieve router virtualization by using general servers. In order to ensure high performance, virtual router platform usually adopts a cluster of general servers, which can be also regarded as a special cloud computing environment. However, due to frequent creation and deletion of router instances, it may generate lots of resource fragmentation to prevent platform from establishing new router instances. In order to solve "resource fragmentation problem," we firstly propose VR-Cluster, which introduces two extra function planes including switching plane and resource management plane. Switching plane is mainly used to support seamless migration of router instances without packet loss; resource management plane can dynamically move router instances from one server to another server by using VR-mapping algorithms. Besides, three VR-mapping algorithms including first-fit mapping algorithm, best-fit mapping algorithm, and worst-fit mapping algorithm are proposed based on VR-Cluster. At last, we establish VR-Cluster protosystem by using general X86 servers, evaluate its migration time, and further analyze advantages and disadvantages of our proposed VR-mapping algorithms to solve resource fragmentation problem.
Introduction
Network virtualization technology [1] [2] [3] has been regarded as a gradual solution to the development of Internet architecture, on which lots of researcher communities and equipment venders focus. In this context, service providers can rent network resources to lessees by establishing creating virtual networks. Meanwhile, they can recycle network resources occupied by virtual networks after the lifecycle of virtual networks comes to end. So, the future Internet can be regarded as "a big cloud computing environment," where operators can flexibly allocate and recycle network resources. For example, when one company wants to hold an online video conference, it can rent a virtual network for its business. In this way, users can get good quality of service during the lifecycle of virtual network. Besides, service provides can rent virtual network for research communities, and the latter can use these virtual networks to establish testbed and evaluate new network protocols in a real network environment.
Virtual router is one of key equipment to support the deployment of network virtualization technology, which is the same with traditional router in the Internet. Virtual router consists of several router instances, which can run in parallel and independently. And each router instance plays an important role in forwarding packets in virtual network. At the same time when service providers want to manage network infrastructure flexibly, network functions virtualization technology comes forth [4, 5] . The main idea behind it is to use general servers to establish network elements, such as virtual routers, firewall, NAT, and IDS. Besides, using general servers to establish packet processing devices catches more and more researchers' attentions, because the capability of packet processing in general server can be up to 40 Gbps by multicore and multithread technology. Under this environment, using a cluster of servers to achieve virtual router platform is a good solution [6] . So, service providers can flexibly create or release router instances in virtual router platform.
Scientific Programming
With service providers continually creating and deleting router instances, there is much discontiguous resource fragmentation in virtual router platform. Unfortunately, it cannot dispose of the incoming requests of creation of router instances any more, even though virtual router platform has enough resources. For instance, one platform consists of two servers with 10 Gbps processing ability: Server-A and Server-B. And service providers have established one router instance with 4 Gbps processing ability in Server-A and another router instance with 4 Gbps processing ability in Server-B. At the moment, it has two kinds of resource fragmentation on different servers: one resource block with 6 Gbps processing ability in Server-A and another resource block with 6 Gbps processing ability in Server-B. When a new request that is establishing router instance with 8 Gbps processing ability comes, it cannot create new router instance. Even though the remainder of resources in platform is up to 12 Gbps processing ability. In fact, resource fragmentation generated by frequent creation and deletion of router instances may prevent platform from responding to new requests when platform has enough resources. Thus, "resource fragmentation problem" is a severe problem. Unluckily, researchers do not pay any attention to the above problem, while putting lots of efforts into designing virtual router platform with high performance [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . If we want to deploy virtual routers in the future, we should immediately start to attach importance to "resource fragmentation problem."
In this paper, we firstly put forward VR-Cluster platform to solve "resource fragmentation problem." It is established based on a cluster of servers by using the idea of network functions virtualization. From the aspect of function planes, it includes four function planes: switching plane, resource management plane, forwarding plane, and control plane. Forwarding plane and control plane also exist in the other virtual routers. Switching plane is a special plane, which uses flow strategies to transmit packets from exterior network to router instances and to transmit packets from router instances to exterior network. With the help of switching plane, operators can seamlessly migrate router instances from one server to another server without changing connection relationship between VR-Cluster platform and exterior network, which results in zero packet losses for migrated router instances. Resource management plane uses VR-mapping algorithm to dynamically calculate mapping relationship between router instances and physical platform and installs migration strategies into corresponding servers. And three VR-mapping algorithms including first-fit mapping algorithm, best-fit mapping algorithm, and worst-fit mapping algorithm are proposed, which are used to calculate mapping relationship between router instances and physical platform. At last, we establish a protosystem, namely, VR-Cluster, to support migration of router instances. VR-Cluster uses X86 servers to establish four function planes and uses switches to achieve full-mesh interconnection among function planes. Our experimental results show that VR-Cluster can migrate LF-Plane from one server to another server in one minute, which can meet requirements of dynamical migration.
Besides, we also evaluate efficiency of our proposed VRmapping algorithms based on resource model and evaluation model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 discusses and illustrates research work related to resource fragmentation in virtual router platform. Section 3 presents VR-Cluster architecture and exhibits how VRCluster supports dynamic migration. Section 4 establishes resource model for VR-Cluster and evaluation model for "resource fragmentation problem." Section 5 mainly exhibits three algorithms including first-fit mapping algorithm, bestfit mapping algorithm, and worst-fit mapping algorithm. Section 6 presents our experimental results including migration time and analysis of VR-mapping algorithms. Section 7 concludes this paper with a summary of our studies and discusses next works in the future.
Related Works
Many major router vendors and research communities have begun to follow suit in building support for router virtualization and explore how virtual routers can support multiple router instances running on the same underlying physical platform [2, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . It is a key device for bridging gap between network architectures and physical platforms. Thus, many people focus on moving toward virtual routers that can support polymorphic network architectures rather than monolithic network architectures and accommodate simultaneous coexistence of several router instances. However, unreasonable mapping relationship between router instances and virtual router platform may result in low resource utilization and increase the failure possibility of creation of router instances. We had explored it in our previous works [12] .
Although "resource fragmentation problem" did not catch any researchers' attentions, some research communities had explored how router instances can move from one node to anther node [13] [14] [15] [16] . For instances, RouterFarm [15] is proposed to support migration of router instances, which is achieved by reinstantiating a new router instance at a new location. However, operators need to reconfigure router instance, which may introduce downtime and packet loss. VROOM is another protosystem that is supporting for migration of router instances. In the earlier schemes of VROOM [16] , which uses XEN to establish virtual environment and deploys router instance into each virtual environment, VROOM can move router instance from one location to another location by using XEN tools. In order to decrease downtime, current VROOM splits migration process into two steps: migration of control plane and migration of data plane. However, VROOM has to change network interfaces that is connecting to external network, which also results in changes of link status and recalculation of routing information.
However, existing schemes cannot achieve seamless migration of router instances, which may result in downtime and packet loss. In this paper, we try to use dynamical migration of router instances to solve "resource fragmentation problem." Thus, we should firstly put forward virtual router platform to support seamless migration before further analyzing VR-mapping algorithms. 
VR-Cluster
We mainly present VR-Cluster from two aspects: (1) platform architecture, which mainly includes four function planes, and (2) migration flow, which presents migration flow of router instance.
Platform Architecture.
In order to support dynamic migration of router instances and to use dynamic migration to solve resource fragmentation problem, we put forward VR-Cluster architecture. Compared with other virtual router architectures, VR-Cluster includes four function planes: resource management plane, control plane, forwarding plane, and switching plane, as shown in Figure 1 . Resource management plane and switching plane are customized function planes, which are used to support seamless migration of router instances. VR-Cluster architecture mainly includes four layers: (1) resource management plane, which is responsible for managing platform, such as calculation of mapping relationship between router instances and physical platform, deployment of router instances, and release of occupied resources, (2) control plane, which usually uses system virtualization technology to run multiple logical control planes, (3) forwarding plane, which is used to run multiple logical forwarding planes, and (4) switching plane, which is responsible for connection between VR-Cluster and external network. VRCluster uses data fabric to achieve full-mesh interconnection between switching plane and forwarding plane. And control fabric is used to transmit control messages, such as configuration messages installed by resource management plane and control packets forwarded to control plane.
In VR-Cluster, forwarding plane and switching plane use "resource pool" idea, which consists of a cluster of servers. Forwarding plane can expand its forwarding ability by adding the quantity of servers; switching plane can flexibly change the amount and type of network interfaces. The high elasticity of VR-Cluster is brought by interconnection network including data fabric and control fabric. Thus, VR-Cluster not only can strongly increase management flexibility, but also has a good expansibility to support its ability.
Resource Management Plane.
Resource management plane is responsible for management tasks in VR-Cluster. It has two main components: information collection (IC) and VR-mapping algorithm (VR-MA), as shown in Figure 2 . And it usually runs in a single server, which can interconnect with other function planes via control fabric.
IC component is mainly responsible for collecting physical information and VR information from other three function planes. For physical information, it needs to know the quantity of servers in each function plane and the amount of each resource in servers. For VR information, it should know the amount of router instances, the occupied resources of router instances, and the location of router instances. IC component periodically collects VR-Cluster information and notifies VR-MA component with this information. VR-MA component is used to calculate mapping relationship between router instances and physical platform based on collected information. After it completes calculation of migration schemes, it will send migration strategies to corresponding servers and execute migration actions. In this paper, we propose three VR-mapping algorithms and will present them later.
Control Plane.
Control plane runs multiple logical control planes (LC-Planes for short) in parallel by using system virtualization technology, such as VMware [17] , XEN [18] , LXC [19] , and KVM [20] . These LC-Planes share the same physical resources. And each LC-Plane can run either routing demos, such as Quagga [21] and XORP [22] , or customized protocols to support new network architecture. Compared with forwarding plane and switching plane, control plane does not need to adopt "resource pool" idea, because a single server can support more than one hundred virtual environments in XEN or LXC. Although operators frequently create or recycle LC-Plane, it may not produce any resource fragmentation. Besides, the migration of logical control planes does not avoid downtime of router instances. Thus, VRCluster does not support migration of control plane. We think that migration of control plane just increases complexity of VR-Cluster, rather than resource utilization ratio.
Although VR-Cluster does not need to migrate control plane, it should cooperate with migration of forwarding plane. When one new logical forwarding plane is reinstantiated and sends registration messages to its corresponding LC-Plane, the latter will install routing tables and other configurations into this LF-Plane. And when the older LF-Plane is recycled by resource management plane, LC-Plane will not send any message to the older.
Forwarding Plane.
Forwarding plane runs multiple logical forwarding planes (LF-Planes for short) in parallel. It does not use system virtualization technology to virtualize data plane, because using system virtualization to achieve forwarding plane has low forwarding ability. Now, each LF-Plane usually adopts function-based router (such as Click [23] ) or flow-based router (such as OpenSwitch [24] ). Each LF-Plane must have a corresponding LC-Plane in control plane.
Forwarding plane consists of a cluster of servers to meet various requests of forwarding ability in router instances. Resource fragmentation problem mainly results by creation and deletion of LF-Planes, rather than LC-Plane. At the same time, forwarding plane does not directly connect with exterior networks. When one LF-Plane is moved from one server to another server, it does not care about change of network interfaces. In other virtual router schemes, operators should adjust network interfaces that are connecting with exterior network while moving router instances, which does not avoid downtime of router instances. In VR-Cluster, forwarding plane and switching plane separation is a key design that can support seamless migration of forwarding plane.
When resource management plane installs migration strategies into forwarding plane, a new LF-Plane is established in forwarding plane. At the same time, LF-Plane should send registration messages to its corresponding LC-Plane and gets overall routing tables and other configurations from LCPlane. Before new LF-Plane completes above action, the old LF-Plane is running in forwarding plane and is responsible for packet forwarding. Once resource management plane completes installation of routing tables, it configures switching plane, makes packets received from exterior network become sent to new LF-Plane, and recycles physical resources occupied by old LF-Plane.
Switching Plane.
Switching plane is a special plane, which is used to provide network interfaces to connect with exterior network. Switching plane also adopts "resource pool" idea, as well as forwarding plane. Operators can expand the amount of network interfaces by adding servers in switching plane.
It adopts link virtualization technology to logically split physical network interface into several virtual network interfaces. Resource management plane establishes virtual network interfaces in switching plane and allocates these interfaces to corresponding router instances. Packets are continually received by virtual network interfaces in switching plane, and the latter sends packets to forwarding plane through data fabric based on flow strategies. Similarly, when forwarding plane forwards packets to exterior network, it firstly transmits packets to switching plane through data fabric and switching plane is responsible for packet transmission. Thus, operators can arbitrarily design their LF-Plane without caring about network interfaces that connected with exterior network.
Once these virtual interfaces are created, their lifecycle lasts until router instances are recycled by resource management plane, and resource management plane cannot move virtual network interface from one server to another server, as shown in Figure 3 . If resource management plane changes network interface in one router instance, link status also changes, which can result in recalculation of routing tables. In some special scenes, it can breakdown end-to-end communication, which does not go against original idea in migration of router instances. Thus, VR-Cluster does not migrate network interface in router instances.
Migration Flow.
Due to private features of virtual router, VR-Cluster just migrates LF-Plane, rather than the overall router instances, because it does not result in downtime of router instances and recalculation of routing tables. In this part, we mainly present how VR-Cluster can achieve seamless migration of router instances, as shown in Figure 4 . The procedure of migration of router instances in VRCluster mainly includes four steps, and tasks in each step are as shown in the following.
Step 1. There is a router instance in VR-Cluster. Packets received from exterior network are sent to LF-Plane through data fabric. If packets belong to control packets, they will be sent to LC-Plane by LF-Plane through control fabric. Besides, packets forwarded (or generated) by LF-Plane (or LC-Plane) must be sent to exterior network by switching plane. Resource management plane is responsible for checking whether or not there are migrating router instances, as shown in Figure 4 (a).
Step 2. Resource management plane firstly establishes a new LF-Plane. Even though there are two LF-Planes, packets received by switching plane are just sent to old LF-Plane, rather than new LF-Plane. After resource management plane creates new LF-Plane, it immediately installs routing tables and configurations into new LF-Plane. Only when new LFPlane has the same status as old LF-Plane, new LF-Plane has a chance to forward packets, as shown in Figure 4 (b).
Step 3. Once when resource management plane has completed installation of routing tables and configurations, it will configure switching plane and control plane. And switching plane will send packets to new LF-Plane, instead of old LFPlane. At the same time, it also configures control plane and makes the latter transmit control packets to new LF-Plane. However, resource management plane does not recycle old LF-Plane, because old LF-Plane also has some packets to not be disposed. Resource management plane does not recycle old LF-Plane until old LF-Plane has completed packet forwarding, as shown in Figure 4 (c).
Step 4. Resource management plane recycles old LF-Plane. During migration flow of router instance, network interfaces do not change. LF-Plane may move from one server to another server. In this context, VR-Cluster completes seamless migration of router instance, as shown in Figure 4 (d).
Mathematics Model
In this section, we firstly establish resource model for VRCluster and analyze main resources in each function plane. And then we establish evaluation model for resource fragmentation problem based on resource model in VR-Cluster.
Resource Model.
We firstly analyze fundamental resource in VR-Cluster before we establish evaluation model for "resource fragmentation problem." VR-Cluster mainly includes three physical resources: control resource, forwarding resource, and switching plane. The three types of physical resources are responsible for different function planes. Besides, resource model should also include resources occupied by router instances. So resource model mainly includes four types of resource as follows.
Control Plane Resource. It refers to physical resources in control plane, which determines whether available resources meet requirements of LC-Plane.
refers to physical resources in control server that run LC-Planes. Each includes three parts of resources: (1) CPU, which is responsible for calculation applications; (2) link-bandwidth, which is mainly used to communicate with its corresponding LFPlane via control fabric; and (3) memory, which is used to store related information, such as link-state database, routing tables, and configuration rules, as shown in the following formula:
And refers to the total physical resources in control plane, which is calculated as shown in the following formula:
Forwarding Plane Resource. It refers to forwarding resources in forwarding plane. refers to physical resource in forwarding server that runs LF-Planes. Each also includes three parts of resources: (1) CPU, which is responsible for forwarding applications; (2) link-bandwidth, which is used to communicate with its corresponding LC-Plane via control fabric and to interconnect with switching plane via data fabric; and (3) memory, which is used to store some related information, such as forwarding tables or flow tables, as shown in the following formula:
And refers to the total physical resources in forwarding plane, which is calculated as shown in the following formula:
Switching Plane Resource. It refers to network interfaces in switching plane. refers to physical resource in switching server that provides network interfaces interconnected with exterior network for router instances. Each mainly consists of two types of network interfaces: (1) exterior interface, which is used to connect with exterior network, and (2) fabric interface, which interconnects with forwarding plane via data fabric, as shown in the following formula:
And refers to the total physical resources in switching plane, which is calculated as shown in the following formula:
Router Instance Resource. It refers to physical resources occupied by router instances in VR-Cluster. refers to physical resources occupied by one router instance, which includes three parts: (1) , which stands for control resources occupied by LC-Plane in router instance , (2) , which stands for forwarding resources occupied by LF-Plane in router instance , and (3) , which refers to interfaces occupied by router instances , as shown in the following formula:
And refers to the total physical resources occupied by router instances, which is calculated as shown in the following formula:
We can use four types of resource to calculate resource utilization in VR-Cluster that is an important criterion. The resource utilization refers to the ratio of resources occupied by router instances to overall physical resources including overall control resources, overall forwarding resources, and Scientific Programming 7 overall interface-resources, as shown in the following formula:
4.2. Evaluation Model. In order to evaluate "resource fragmentation problem" in VR-Cluster, we put forward three evaluation criterions: (1) failure magnitude of creation of router instances, (2) magnitude of resource fragmentation, and (3) ratio of resource fragmentation. The details and calculation formulas of these three evaluation criterions are presented as follows.
Failure Magnitude of Creation of Router Instances.
This evaluation criterion is used to record failure times in the processing of creation of router instances. Resource management plane cannot establish new router instances, when it meets one of three conditions as shown in the following formula:
In Formula (10), max{Re ( )} refers to the maximum of the remainder of resource block in control plane; max{Re ( )} refers to the maximum of remainder of resource block in forwarding plane; and max{Re ( )} refers to the maximum of remainder of interface in switching plane.
Formula (10) is mainly used to record failure magnitude of creation of router instances, when VR-Cluster has enough physical resources exceeding requested resources. If this evaluation criterion is too big, VR-Cluster has a severe resource fragmentation problem. Otherwise, operators can establish router instances with a low possibility of failure of creation of router instances. Thus, we can use Formula (10) to reflect resource fragmentation problem in VR-Cluster.
Magnitude of Resource Fragmentation.
This evaluation criterion is used to refer to how much resource fragmentation is located in VR-Cluster. We can calculate the sum of resource fragmentation in each function plane, as shown in the following formula:
( ) : it refers to resource fragmentation in control server of control plane; ( ) : it refers to resource fragmentation in forwarding server of forwarding plane; ( ) : it refers to resource fragmentation in interface server of switching plane; ∑ ∑ ( ) : it refers to the magnitude of resource fragmentations in control plane; ∑ ∑ ( ) : it refers to the magnitude of resource fragmentations in forwarding plane ∑ ∑ ( ) : it refers to the magnitude of resource fragmentations in switching plane.
Magnitude of resource fragmentation is continually changing when operators frequently create and recycle router instances. If VR-Cluster has low magnitude of resource fragmentation, it has the higher chance to allocate physical resources for incoming requests of creation of new router instances; otherwise, it fails to establish new router instances, even though it has enough physical resources. Thus, magnitude of resource fragmentation is also an evaluation criterion to evaluate resource fragmentation problem in VR-Cluster.
Ratio of Resource Fragmentation.
In order to further analyzing "resource fragmentation problem," we propose another evaluation criterion, namely, ratio of resource fragmentation. It refers to the ratio of the largest resource block to overall physical resource. The calculation of this evaluation criterion is as shown in the following formula:
= max { * , * , * } .
In Formula (12), refers to the ratio of resource fragmentation in control plane, as shown in Formula (13); refers to ratio of resource fragmentation in forwarding plane, as shown in Formula (14); refers to ratio of resource fragmentation in switching plane, as shown in Formula (15). In Formula (12), , , and are special parameters, whose value is just equal to 0 or 1.
When the ratio of resource fragmentation in control plane is not smaller than the ratio of resource fragmentation in forwarding plane and the ratio of resource fragmentation in switching plane, the ratio of resource fragmentation in VRCluster is determined by the ratio of resource fragmentation in control plane. And when both the ratio of resource fragmentation in control plane and the ratio of resource fragmentation in switching plane are smaller than the ratio of resource fragmentation in forwarding plane, the ratio of resource fragmentation in VR-Cluster is determined by the ratio of resource fragmentation in forwarding plane.
is always lower than 1; only when VR-Cluster does not establish any router instance, is equal to 1. Formula (13) is used to calculate the ratio of resource fragmentation in control plane: numerator refers to the largest 8 Scientific Programming resource block in control plane and denominator refers to the total resources in control plane:
Formula (14) is used to calculate the ratio of resource fragmentation in forwarding plane: numerator refers to the largest resource block in forwarding plane and denominator refers to the total resources in forwarding plane:
Formula (15) is used to calculate the ratio of resource fragmentation in switching plane: numerator refers to the largest resource block in switching plane and denominator refers to the total resources in switching plane:
VR-Mapping Algorithm
VR-mapping algorithm mainly calculates mapping relationship between router instances and substrate infrastructure. Besides, it tries to solve "resource fragmentation problem" by adjusting mapping relationship. We introduce three algorithms into VR-Cluster: first-fit mapping algorithm, best-fit mapping algorithm, and worst-fit mapping algorithm. So we hope that these three algorithms also have ability to get an optimization mapping relationship between router instances and physical infrastructure and calculate an optimization adjustment scheme, which can efficiently solve "resource fragmentation problem" in VR-Cluster. And we mainly consider mapping relationship between LF-Planes and forwarding plane, because only LFPlane can migrate from one to another when resource management calculate migration strategy.
First-Fit Mapping Algorithm.
In first-fit mapping algorithm, it mainly includes two types of linked lists: (1) F-idle list used to manage idle resource blocks in forwarding plane and (2) F-allocated list used to manage forwarding resources occupied by router instances.
In first-fit mapping algorithm, it selects migrated router instance from the last to the first in F-allocated list and searches the first resource block in F-idle link including enough remaining resources for the migrated router instance. Once one router instance is moved, first-fit mapping algorithm determines whether or not VR-Cluster can allocate resources for new router instance: if not, first-fit mapping algorithm will dynamically move router instance again until VR-Cluster can establish new router instance or there is no unmoved router instance. So, in first-fit mapping algorithm, router instances are always located in the front servers in forwarding plane.
The processing of first-fit mapping algorithm is present in Algorithm 1. When resource management plane migrates one router instance, it allocates forwarding resources for the latter.
Firstly, first-fit algorithm searches F-idle list to find the first resource block that meets requirements of LF-Plane (S2). At last, if it finds its selected resource blocks in F-idle list, it can allocate resources for this request (S3-S5); otherwise, it should dynamically move LF-Plane in VR-Cluster. For dynamic migration in first-fit algorithm (S6-S16), it selects the last router instances (S7) and searches the first resource block for it (S8-S13): if there is one resource block for migrated LF-Plane, it will move LF-Plane to this resource block (S9-S12). If it does not find wanted result (S14-S17), it will continue searching the first resource block for the last but one until it searches the last router instance or gets its wanted result (S6).
Best-Fit Mapping Algorithm.
In best-fit mapping algorithm, it mainly includes two types of linked lists: (1) F-idle list used to manage idle resource blocks in forwarding plane and (2) F-allocated list used to manage forwarding resources occupied by router instances.
In best-fit mapping algorithm, it selects migrated router instance from the last to the first in F-allocated list and searches the first resource block including enough remaining resources for migrated router instance in F-idle list. Once one router instance is moved, best-fit mapping algorithm determines whether or not VR-Cluster can allocate for new router instance: if not, best-fit mapping algorithm will dynamically move router instance again until VR-Cluster can establish new router instance or there is no unmoved router instance. Best-fit mapping algorithm, compared with first-fit mapping algorithm, has to sort resource blocks from smallest to largest after VR-Cluster moves router instances or establishes new router instance. So, in best-fit mapping algorithm, router instances may be located in some different servers in forwarding plane.
The processing of best-fit mapping algorithm is present in Algorithm 2. When resource management plane establishes one router instance, it allocates forwarding resources for the latter. Firstly, best-fit algorithm searches F-idle list to find the first resource block that meets requirements of LF-Plane (S2). At last, if it finds its selected resource blocks in F-idle list, it can allocate resources for this request and sort F-idle list from smallest to largest (S3-S7); otherwise, it should dynamically move router instances in VR-Cluster. For dynamic migration in best-fit algorithm (S8-S23), it selects the last LF-Plane (S9) and searches the first resource block for it (S10-S16): if there is one resource block for migrated LF-Plane, it will move LF-Plane to selected resource block and sort F-idle list from smallest to largest (S11-S15). If it does not search wanted result (S17-S22), it will continue searching the first resource block for the last but one until it searches the last LF-Plane or gets its wanted result (S8).
Worst-Fit Algorithm.
In worst-fit mapping algorithm, it mainly includes two types of linked lists: (1) F-idle list used to manage idle resource blocks in forwarding plane and (2) Fallocated list used to manage forwarding resources occupied by router instances.
In worst-fit mapping algorithm, it selects migrated router instance from the last to the first in F-allocated list and Scientific Programming 9 Input: migration of router instance Output: whether or not execute it Process:
s e l e c t ; //search the first resource block (8) while
m o v e to ( ) ; (11) B r e a k ; (12) } (13) } //determine whether or not VR-Cluster meets (14) while
Input: migration of router instance Output: whether or not execute it Process:
(1)
sort F-idle list from smallest to largest; (5) return SUCESS; (6) } (7) } (8) for( = ; ≤ ; − −){ (9) s e l e c t ; //search the first resource block (10) while
m o v e to ( ) ; (13) sort F-idle list from smallest to largest; (14) b r e a k ; (15) } (16) } //determine whether or not VR-Cluster meets (17) while
sort F-idle list from smallest to largest; (20) return SUCESS; searches the first resource block including enough remaining resources for migrated router instance in F-idle list. Once one router instance is moved, worst-fit mapping algorithm determines whether or not VR-Cluster can allocate new router instance: if not, best-fit mapping algorithm will dynamically move router instance again until VR-Cluster can establish new router instance or there is no unmoved router instance. Worst-fit mapping algorithm, compared with Input: migration of router instance Output: whether or not execute it Process:
sort F-idle list from largest to smallest; (5) return SUCESS; (6) } (7)
} (8) for( = ; ≤ ; − −){ (9) s e l e c t ; //search the first resource block (10) while
m o v e to ( ) ; (13) sort F-idle list from largest to smallest; (14) b r e a k ; (15) } (16) } //determine whether or not VR-Cluster meets (17) while
sort F-idle list from largest to smallest; (20) return SUCESS; first-fit mapping algorithm, has to sort resource blocks from largest to smallest after VR-Cluster moves router instances or establishes new router instance. So, in worst-fit mapping algorithm, router instances may be located in some different servers in forwarding resource pool and control resource pool.
The processing of worst-fit mapping algorithm is present in Algorithm 3. When resource management plane establishes one router instance, it allocates forwarding resources for the latter. Firstly, worst-fit algorithm searches F-idle list to find the first resource block that meets requirements of LF-Plane (S2). At last, if it finds its selected resource blocks both in F-idle-allocated list, it can allocate resources for this request and sort F-idle list from largest to smallest (S3-S7); otherwise, it should dynamically move LF-Plane in VRCluster. For dynamic migration in worst-fit algorithm (S8-S23), it selects the last LF-Plane (S9) and searches the first resource block for it (S10-S16): if there is one resource block for migrated LF-Plane, it will move LF-Plane to selected resource block and sort F-idle list from largest to smallest (S11-S15). If it does not search wanted result (S17-S22), it will continue searching the first resource block for the last but one until it searches the last LF-Plane or gets its wanted result (S8).
Experimental Results and Analysis
We firstly use general servers to achieve VR-Cluster including resource management plane, data plane, control plane, and switching plane. We then evaluate migration time based on VR-Cluster protoplatform. At last, we evaluate the amount of resource fragmentation, ratio of resource fragmentation, and failure magnitude of creation of router instances when VRmapping algorithm uses different algorithms.
Experimental Environment.
Our real implementation includes six servers and two switches, as shown in Figure 5 : server with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680 Processors, 64 GB RAM, dual 10 Gbps interfaces, and dual 10 Gbps interfaces, running Linux CentOS 6.5. One switch is 10 Gbps switch with 12 interfaces; another switch is 1 Gbps switch with 24 interfaces.
Control plane just consists of one server, which uses LXC to establish virtualization environment. The control interface interconnects with control fabric, so it can communicates with resource management plane and forwarding plane.
Resource management plane just includes one server. Its control interface interconnects with control fabric, which can communicate with control plane, forwarding plane, and switching plane.
Forwarding plane consists of two servers, running modified Click router. One 1 Gbps interface that is regarded as control interface interconnects with control fabric; one 10 Gbps interface that is regarded as data interface interconnects with data fabric.
Switching plane consists of two servers, running simple flow-table based application. One 1 Gbps interface that is regarded as control interface interconnects with control fabric; one 10 Gbps interface that is regarded as data interface interconnects with data fabric. 
Creation Time of LF-Plane.
In our VR-Cluster, LF-Plane adopts Click router to create LF-Plane. Besides, it uses DPDK tools to optimize I/O performance. When we migrate LFPlane from one server to another server, we firstly create new LF-Plane in destination server. We evaluate twenty times of creation time of LF-Plane in forwarding plane, and our results are presented in Figure 6 . The average creation time of LF-Plane is about 2.3 s, because a new LF-Plane using DPDK tools has to take much time in initializing memory. And creation time is also affected by system loading in server of forwarding plane. Figure 7 . In Figure 7 , installation time continually grows with increase of scale of routing time. Relationship between scale of routing table and installation time does not exist linearly. Installation time it takes per time continually grows as the amount of routing entries it has installed increases, because LF-Plane has to take more time to search its routing tables when there is a huge amount of routing entries in it. For instance, LF-Plane takes about 0.56 ms to complete a single installation when it does not store any routing entry; when LF-Planes has stored 400 K routing entries, it may take about 1.09 ms.
Migration Time of LF-Plane. Migration time of LF-
Plane is equal to the sum of creation time and installation time. When the scale of routing table is less than 10 K, migration time is mainly affected by creation time of LF-Plane. Once the scale of routing table is more than 50 K, migration time is mainly determined by creation time. In current Internet, a backbone router has about 500 K routing entries. In this context, migration time of LF-Plane is about 44.8 s, which is less than one minute. Thus, migration time of LF-Plane in VR-Cluster can meet our requirement.
Failure Magnitude of Creation of Router Instances.
Failure magnitude of creation of router instances can be reduced by dynamic migration in VR-Cluster. In this part, we use it to evaluate whether or not dynamic migration is useful and to determine whether or not efficiency of dynamic migration is related to VR-mapping algorithms, as shown in Figure 8 .
It shows that failure magnitude of creation of router instances increases as resource utilization continually increases. Random mapping algorithm firstly shows failure of creation of router instances when resource utilization is about 40%. And it has a worse performance as resource utilization continually increases. Sequence mapping algorithm is better than random mapping algorithm, because the latter may result in lots of small resource fragmentation. When resource utilization is too high, these two algorithms have a bad performance. For example, failure magnitude of creation of router instances in random mapping algorithm and sequence mapping algorithm is correspondingly 98.9% and 72.6% at 95% resource utilization. In our proposed three dynamic mapping algorithms, they show the first failure of creation of router instances only when the resource utilization is higher than 80%. Besides, performance of our proposed algorithms is better than the other two algorithms. In particular, best-fit mapping algorithm just has 27.5% failure magnitude when resource utilization is 95%. So, best-fit mapping algorithm is better than other proposed algorithms in terms of failure magnitude of creation of router instances.
Amount of Resource Fragmentation.
Amount of resource fragmentation is another useful criterion to evaluate efficiency of dynamic migration. In this part, we mainly measure the amount of resource fragmentation generated in processing of creation and deletion of router instances, as shown in Figure 9 .
Worst-fit mapping algorithm generates more resource fragmentation than other algorithms, because this algorithm usually allocates the largest resource fragmentation for router instances. Most of algorithms may generate more resource fragmentation as resource utilization continually increases. However, there is a special phenomenon in three algorithms including first-fit, random, and sequence mapping algorithm: the amount of resource fragmentation decreases after the resource utilization exceeds a defined value. Its reason is that VR-Cluster has a higher failure magnitude of creation of router instances (as shown in Figure 8 ) when resource utilization exceeds a defined value. However, the amount of resource fragmentation in best-fit mapping algorithm does not decrease, because it has a lower failure magnitude of creation of router instances. Best-fit mapping algorithm is also better than other algorithms, which always has no more than fifteen kinds of resource fragmentation.
Ratio of Resource Fragmentation.
We measure the maximum size of resource fragmentation and calculate ratio of resource fragmentation when resource utilization is 50%, as shown in Figure 10 . When resource utilization is 50%, these algorithms except for random mapping algorithm do not show failure magnitude of creation of router instances. It shows that ratio of resource fragmentation increases severely with a start and stays in a fixed position. The fixed value in worst-fit mapping algorithm is approximately 92%; the fixed value in random mapping algorithm is about 78%; and the fixed value of first-fit mapping algorithm is 60%, which is the same as the fixed value in best-fit and sequence mapping algorithm. The reason is that worst-fit mapping algorithm always allocates the maximal resources for router instances, and random mapping algorithm also potentially splits big resource fragmentation into small pieces of resource fragmentation. From aspect of ratio of resource fragmentation, first-fit algorithm and best-fit algorithm are better than worst-fit algorithm.
6.6. Summary. From the above experimental results, migration time in VR-Cluster can be accepted, which cannot result in downtime of router instances. Thus, VR-Cluster can use dynamic migration to solve "resource fragmentation problem."
We further explore efficiency of our proposed three VR-mapping algorithms. These three algorithms are better than random and sequence mapping algorithm. And best-fit mapping algorithm is the best in five mapping algorithms. It can reduce failure magnitude of creation of router instances, amount of resource fragmentation, and ratio of resource fragmentation.
Conclusion and Future Works
We find that there are lots of resource fragmentation in the processing of creation and deletion of router instances. And we firstly put forward "resource fragmentation problem" and establish evaluation model to analyze the above problem. In order to prove efficiency of dynamic migration, we establish a virtual router platform, called VR-Cluster, and use it to measure migration time of router instances. At the same time, this paper further proposes three VR-mapping algorithms including first-fit mapping algorithm, best-fit mapping algorithm, and worst-fit mapping algorithm. At last, experimental results prove that migration time of router instance can meet requirements of dynamical migration. Besides, best-fit mapping algorithm is the best to solve "resource fragmentation problem" in five algorithms.
In next works, we will explore a better VR-mapping algorithm than best-fit mapping algorithm, which can consider green energy, system loading balance, and so forth.
